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BSI.JtO receive9.7 percentrnore
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by Rita Bibb
The University Neil's

,/

BSU will be receiving $31.3 million in state
revenues and student fees next year, a 9.7 percent increase from last year, according to
BSU's budget director, Ron Thrner.
The .appropriation
for BSU includes
$857,000 to solve accreditation problems and
other critical program needs, and $594,000
for salary equity, 'Ilirner said.
,(

"Under the circumstances, we are lucky.
We feelthat the formula distribution is the'
most equitable:' Thrner said.
Turner said that the rest of the budget has
not yet been decided. "We have to see where
the money is most needed and where infla- .
. tion will hit:' he added. "We also have fixed
costs and utilities to work into the budget!'
According to Turner, ali operating budget
has to be put together by June 27, in time
for the next State 'Board of Education
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meeting. "The budget will be approved on
that daY,' Thrner said.
Thrner said most departments will see increases in funds.
.
"Generally, I guess lhat there will not be
any decreases in funds for anydepartments:'
Turner said. "The budget will be similar to
last year's, except some departments will get
more money"
According to Turner, BSU is not indebt.
"We have bonds;' he said, "but they arc paid
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by student fees. The fee increase will take care
ofa lot:'
Thrner said that the increase in revenues
is good except that it does not include salary
increases for classified or professional staff.
"I think we need inflationary increases in
funds for operating expenses, such as supplies
and' traveling;' Thrner said.
.
Thrner said he thinks the needs that arc not
metin this year's budget will be met in next
year's budget.
~
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53 fee for 'News' may be reality
Senate okays fee, calls for bids on student newspaper
by Peter Takeda
The University News
The ASBSU Senate has reaffirmed its support for a $3 dedicated fcc for The University News in a meeting on April 29. The senate
has also voted by consensus to put the BSU
newspaper up for anonymous bids with proposals due May 1.
_
The result of the bidding will be announced immediately following the process on May
6. If the current organization, the University Community News Service, is not chosen,
The University News will be given two days .
to vacate the. premises.
Karl Vogt,ASBSUSenutor
and ASS
representative to the Publications Advisory,
Board, which oversees The University News,
said, "The senate voted to put publishing up
for bids in accordance with Senatc.AcU7.
Bidding will be open-to all recognized student clubs or organizations. I'm enthusiastic
about the dedicated fcc. I think it is
something we really need:'
Jocelyn Fannin, Chair of the PAB. is
in full support of the dedicated fcc. However, she said she was isurpriscd. by the
proposal 10 put The University News up
for bid.
"The process is a surprise with regards to
bids. The student government never tells us
about these things. Our liason, Karl Vogt
doesn't do a good job about this;' Fannin
said.
"The student senate never tells the PAD
about their upcoming actions. In addition,
thcy never consult the PAB about any actions
related to The News," Fannin said.
She added that "The ASBSU did not
notify myself or the PAB about the opinion
poll in the recent election concerning The
News. Last week they put out a survey concerning campus sentiment towards The News
. and related issues. Most importantly. the
ASBSU did not tell us that they were considering putting the newspaper up for bids.
This reflects the sort of relationship that the
PAD and the ASBSU have had in the past"
Vogt said he believes that the surveys were
a good idea and serve the purpose of gaining student input on a confusing issue.
"We have looked at the issue and gained
some input from our surveys and polls. The
surveys have been criticised by many as being biased or too limited to get any real information.Some said that they were unscientific. We were limited by time and we were
busy with two processes-the fee and the bidding process:' Vogt said.
.
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A survey of 222 students (left) and the ballet Question (right) were returned before the senate gave a consensus in Iuvor of the $3 dedicated fee.

Benefit dance planned.

fcc has been the subject: of discussion on
campus for sometime, according to Fannin.
"The funding for The University News has
been traditionally allotted by the ASBSU.
by Peter Takeda
The contract negotiations of the last few
The University News
-years have usually been difficult. In my opinion. a lot of politics has been involved;' she
Concern over world hunger has not been
said.
overlooked on the BSU campus, Assistant
The funding arrangements have led to
Director of Student Activities Jim Kreider
some difficulties, she said. "Last year at the
said.
end of June the ASBSU decided that they
"For the past two years I was working to
didn't want to put up the allocation. This was
get an event together on campus to raise relief
the result of their desire to maintain funds
for world hunger. We never really received
for fundraising activities. It was following this
much support from the students until the
incident that ASB Pres. Steve Jackson prosituation in Ethiopia developed. Currently
posed a dedicated fee to free the ASBSU
support to fight world hunger is tremendous .
budget. This would also result in freeing the
Our big project is a USA for Africa Benefit
newspaper from student politics:' she said.
scheduled for May 3:; Kreider said.
Fannin said, "The PAB began to move to
Student Assistant for Student Activities,
pursue the idea and broughtit to the attenMarie Cheung, said, "The idea for a benefit
tion of The University News editors:'
VIastaken up by many campus organizations.
With interest expressed by the different
groups, the Vice-President of Student Af- lIThe fund raiser is to be presented by the Stufairs, Dr. David 'Iaylor, launched a project to '~'dent Activities Office, Student Programs
Board and Campus Network. The proceeds
bring together the university deans. Univerarc going to the USA for Africa Fund"
sity News editors, the ASBSU and the comThe Ml,ly 3 benefit will start in the SUB
.munication dept., Fannin said.
Ballroom at 7 p.m. with the 9O-minute video,
"The ASBSU project intended to gain a
Ziggy Stardust and (he Spiders from Mars,
dedicated fee tied in with the appointment
Cheung said.
of a .University News adviser. The student
The movie features David Bowie in his
senate is currently acting only on the
final performance as the! character Ziggy
Stardust. The Bowie film costs $1 for
BSU students and $2,50 for general
audiences.
Ziggy Stardlls(will be followed by another
musical event. after a brief intermission-a
dance featuring three hours ofcontemporary
music videos., Cheung said.
The video dance will include the "USA for'
AfriCa'" single and such groups as Fra~kie
Ooes to Hollywood, Madonna and Mlck JagCompus News ;., ";
pag~3'&5
;
ger. Tickets for the event cost$1.50,only $1
OpinIon
,..~·.·,· ·..~t ;•.,.:.t;.t·.·l'ag~.4i-· '.'
if you attended the Bowie film.
Features
,
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The concern over world hunger is growing
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rapidly according to Kreider.
"What startedasa.n isolated project has
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become a campus-wide event. The Campus
Network, the Resident Housing Association,
Student Programs, the ASBSU and Saga are
helping out our project and sponsoring their
own ideas:' Kreider said.
"Diane Ralphs, our new ASB VicePresident has maintancd contact with local
high schools. She has been informing high
.schcol age kids on the problem of world
hunger and what they can do about it. One
goal is to have a donation box in every high
school to raise some funds:' Kreider said, adding, "The high schools arc being very
cooperative:'
The work for the humanitarian cause extends beyond the educational system.
Kreider said, "The effect in the community
is snowballing. Everyone who hears about
this cause wants to help. Businesses, radio
stations and various organizations arc contributing goods or serices to help out. For example, the Veterans Association is working
on their own project to raise money or food.
There arc lots of volunteers and positive
response from all areas"
The Resident Housing Association is sponsoring projects to bring food and critical supplies to the drought~stricken outcries of
-Africa.
"If you arc a student
a campus meal
plan you can skip Itlneh or dinner on Friday,
May 3. The cost of the skipped meal will go
to a fund forthe faminC:' Kreider said. "This
not'only al!owdunds to be contributed by
the students, but it also gives them a chance
. to find what it is like to be hungrY,' he added.
Interested students can sign up at Union
Station by deciding what meal or meals wiII
be skipped and punching their tickets~
"USA for Africa is where the funds we coIled will go:' Cheung said. "USA for Africa
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: He also argued the idea(orilpr()feS~itimil
lobbyist hired to •lobby the legisilltu~ion
behiUfof BSU. A re<:ommendedsalarypf
$17,000 has been proposed for thIs position.
Jung also proposed it new position for an
executive assistant and an administrative
assistant assigned to the senate. The senate
gave a negative consensus to the latter
position.
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BSU students who have outstanding.Ioans
nnddo not plan to enroll for at least 6 credits
after May 1985 need to go to the Student
Loan Accounts Office for an .exit interview,
said BSU's Loan Manager Ronald L.Morun.
An exit interview is necessary for those
students with' outstanding National Direct.
Nursing, or Woody Student Loans.'
The purpose of the exit in~ervie\Vsisto inform student borrowers of their rights and
responsibilities. and to inform them how they
may exercise their rights.
.
The intervicws will take about 15 minutes,
Moran saId. Students should call 385-3851
to make an appointment.
..
Moran said that approximately 75 percent
of the funds loaned to current students come
. from 'payments made .by former BSU
students.
.

cadets commissioned
Senior cadets in BSU's reserve officer cadet
truining program will be commissioned as second lieutenants of the US. Army in a
ceremony starting at 5 p.m, on May 18 at the
Red Lion Riverside.
.
The public is invited to the ceremony.
The guest speaker at the ceremony will be
Brigadier General Wagner, commanding
general of tl~e Fourth ROTC Region.
.

Canyon trek offered

Saturdays 11-5
All Day Sunday
Your kid can crunch
into a crisp taco
with rice & beans.
or enjoy any other
meal on our
children's
menu for

. TheBSU Outdoor Adventure Program is
offering a trek into the canyonlands of
Southern Utah and Northern Arizona.<
. . The to-day trip will include visits to Bryce
Amphitheatre, Zion Canyon. 'and the spectacular Grand Canyon. .. . ... .. ... . .
. The group will departMay181,tnd return
Ma,y2? The cost for the expedition Is $250.
~~Ich mcludes transpqrtationand food. Par~
tlclpants must. provicle their own camping
and .hiking equipmeni.
.'
~or moreinformation.colltllct·
Randy
Miller of the Outdoor Adventure Program at
385-1570.
.
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CAMPUS ··NEWS
Phdne-a-thon shoots for 5100,000
by Greg While
The University News
The BSU Foundation's phone-a-then to
mise money for the BSU library is in its final
days, according to Ben Hancock, the Foundatio's executive director.
The phone-a-then is just one part of the
.Foundation's
response to the alumni'
challenge Hancock said. The alumni
challenge is to raise $100,000 among alumni
to match the $100,000 donation made by .
IB&T, the Hemingway. Foundation and an
anonymous donor. Hancock said that the
fund raising is part of the BSU Foundation's
Great Scholar's Campaign-a
campaign to
mise a million dollars to be endowed for
scholarships and the library.
"The idea of a phone-a-then is to reach
all the alumni of BSU that we have telephone
numbers for to ask them to support the alumni challenge;' Hancock said, adding, "All the
support both from challenge gifts and the

alumni will go to help the BSU library,
specifically endowed collections and equipment for the library"
The people manning the phones are all
volunteers according to Hancock. "We have
recruited volunteers from both on and off
campus. We have student groups, faculty and
staff and we have alumni who have
volunteered to come in and make calls to
other alumni. Each night we have a different
group who comes in and basically sponsors
the evening:' he said.
Some groups which have so far sponsored
evenings are: Circle K, Vica, The Alumni
Association, the Construction Management
Association.
Hancock said.. "So far, in the first five
days, we have raised $8,500 from alumni. I ~
estimate that we'll raise over $10,000 by the
end of the week:'
"We appreciate those groups who are willing to donate their time for this effort which
will help the entire university;' Hancock said.

BSUstudents return
by David Thomason
BSU students who have recently participated in the Studies Abroad program in
Guadalajara, Mexico. said they found the ex. perience to be both educational and
enjoyable.
"The people were real friendly and they
seemed to appreciate the fact that I was a student:' recently returned BSU student Trudy
Hernandez said. "I would recommend the
program to other studentsl'<shc .said.
An average of six BSU students a semester
make the trip to Mexico where they attend
the University of Guadalajara which was
founded in 1791.
"The students live with compatible Mexican families and most find this to be the
highlight of their experience:' Associate
Director of the Studies Abroad program
Glenna Craw forth said.
The Guadalajara program is sponsored by
the Northwest Interinstitutional Council on
Studies Abroad, a consortium
of 10
universities.
.
The Studies Abroad students in Guadala-

jara are offered six or eight courses during
each of the three 1O.5-weeksemesters. Over
half of the courses are taught in English.
According to Craw forth, many of the
courses offered to the students deal with
Mexican culture, a subject she said is easily
taught in the diverse setting of Guadalajara.
"Being able to visit the ruins and other
historical buildings was really a benefit to
learning:' Sharon Sorenson, a BSU student
who took part in the program last spring,
said.
. '
Guadalajara is the second largest city in
Mexico and is a major industrial center that,
according to Crawforth, is the home of tequila and Mariachi music.
'
Recent- reports of violence against U.S.
citizens in Guadalajara were dismissed by the
students as being isolated incidents.
"I found the people (of Guadalajara) to
be' very friendly, honest and helpful:' BSU
student Paula Lottin said. "I stayed with a
nice family and I really enjoyed the atmosphere of the city-always lots of music
and dancing:'
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Phone-a-thou recelpts will be endowed for the libmry and scholarships. Photo by J. Patrick
Dulhanty
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tiO~~e senate's .latest weapon toin'tluenceedjtorialpoHcy is senate. bill No.
75 The bill establishes a new newsp.aperadvisoryboard,The propose~board
wiil exclusively oversee the operation of the newspaper and "act in.an advisorycapacity concer.ningspecifi~ editori~P?licY.:, The polic~.of~he CU!_·"
rent Publications Advisory Board IS to mamtam a hands-off attitude 10
reference to editorial policy. In our estimation, influencing in .any ~ay the
specific editorial policy of'a student newspaper borders on ignonng the
freedom of the press outlined in the First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution.
At this writing, the future of The University News on the BSU. c~mpus
is uncertain. We can only hope that freedom of the pressat~SU will not
die at the hands of the student senate.
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Student protests return
LETTERS
Senator replies
to editorial
Dear Editor,
I am writing in regard to the editorial opinion published in last week's edition of The
University News.
Your editorial, I felt, was another shining
example of irresponsible journalism. Is the
staff of the U. News under such stress to find
material for the paper that it misconstrues
the facts in order to entertain the readership?
Before ASBSU's opinion poll about the U.
News was distributed to students, a copy was
given to a representative.of the newspaper attending the senate caucus meeting. She was
asked for her opinion of the poll. The only
objection that she raised was to the words,
ASBSU control. The senate accordingly
changed the wording to, ASBSU funding,
which met with her approval. Why then, one
could ask, does she turn around and write
. such an article based entirely upon wording
that she helped change? Is The University
News so afraid of ASBSU's attempt to gauge
student opinion about the newspaper that it
resorts to name calling and mud-slinging in
order to undermine the senate's efforts to
discharge its responsibilities?
I personally support the idea of a student
newspaper at Boise State University, but if
this is any indication of the kind of profes-

sional, college-level journalism that we
students can expect in the future, then who
needs it?
John Johnson
Senator
College of Arts & Sciences .

Editor's rebuttle
Editor's Note: Senator Johnson is a
member of the Adlloc
Committee of the
ASBSU senate for The University News.
Concerning the opinion poll referred to by
Johnson, the "representative" at the senate
meeting happened to be in attendance. She
was not askedfor her opinion of the poll but
gave it without request. The point remains
that the newspaper staff had '10 knowledge'
nor input 0" the survey before it was compiled and made only a minor dent in the obviously unscientific method with which the
survey wfls conducted.

Letters policy
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words.
The letters must be signed and a telephone
number provided for our verification
procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation, length and content.

THE UNIVERSITY NEWS

Gotta minute?

by Steve F. LYon
The University News
In light of the blatant injustices occuring
around the world-Apartheid,
civil war in
Central America-universities across the nation are experiencing a resurgenceof student
protests and 'activism.
.
Recently, students at University of California, Berkeley and Columbia University staged marches, boycotted classes and held
demonstrations as part of "The National
Anti-Aparthied Protest DaY.' The event was
put together by student coalitions and involved more than 70 colleges.
A similar awareness event on a smaller
scale was held at BSU. Although BSU has no
investments in companies that do business in
South Africa, ($38 million at Columbia) the
point was well taken.
The ironic twist to the whole story is the
renewed enthusiasm of activists now, when
America is excorcising its guilt over Vietnam
and civil rights, all in the midst of an antiCommunist revival of right wing rhetoric.
Protests are an effective way of communicating a message through the power of
sheer numbers. The menu of nightly news
wouldn't be a full meal without a helping of
controversy. What could be more appetizing
than people marching in masses expressing
discontent at some perceived wrongdoing.
The right of free speech is guaranteed to every
individual.
Elements of both political persuasions
have been known to march down Pennsylvania Avenue in front of the White House
airing their gripes. It's the we're-mad-as-hell-

and-not-going-to-take-it-any-more syndrome.
The well-documented clashes between the
establishment and the hippies during the tur- .
bulant 60s clearly resulted in swaying public
opinion to oppose the Vietnam War. It
prompted the American people to question
authority-the power of the military and the
president versus the people's right to know.
This fear of repercussion has led to a hesitancy on the part of Congress that has probably
kept direct U.S. military intervention in Central America on the back burner, simmering.
In the 70s-the so called "me generation'!.-things came to a head. The war was
over. The protests ran out of steam. There
were other concerns on the minds of the
American people; a presidency was in
shambles. There was a loss of objective.
But hey, things are different now; ROTC
is back on campus with brass bands and big
enlistment numbers. America is feeling good
about itself. We're the coffee achievers. We're
a whole new. Pepsi generation. Narcissism
rules. There's nothing wrong in the world-or
is there?
One of the great things about this country is our social conscience. Look at all the
great humanitarian projects this country has
founded: the Peace Corp, Care, the current
USA for Africa and other economic reform
programs that help people less fortunate than
ourselves all over the world.
However, once in awhile a little agitation
is needed to get someone's attention, to get
someone to listen and resolve the problem.
Protests are a noticeable way of asserting a
position, sometimes the only way.
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Grounds dept. keeps 140 acres in shape
be applied to help rid the weeds. Postby Fred Bartel
emergents kill weeds that have already
Spring means watering, mowing, fertilizsprouted.
ing, weeding, trimming, picking up litter and
O'Donnell said there are many man-hours
repairs, according to grounds supervisor
spent by groundspeople trimming and dressTom O'Donnell, a 15-year veteran of the
ing up shrubs and trees. There is a constant
grounds dept.
replacement program used and it must be
"In my program right now, my goal is to
kept active, he said.
have the campus looking as sharp as I can
Doug Fries, who has been a groundsperbefore graduation. There are 55 buildings,
son for two years, maintains the stadium in
140 total acres of ground, of which 36 acres
are lawn, and some 2,000 shrubs to be main- , addition to other areas. His job is to water,
mow, pick up trash and sweep whenever
tained:' O'Donnell said.
necessary. He said that he enjoys his job and
"It is exceptionally dry this year, so we are
likes to see the grounds look nice.
having a problem getting enough water. A
Fries said there is a problem with litter and
half an inch of rain before graduation would
broken glass on campus, adding that he feels
be nice:' O'Donnell said. "There are now
students should exercise additional care in the
three wells on the property that are fed by
disposal of their trash. "It not only looks
diversion ditches. Water drawn from these
bad, but the glass can be dangerous;' he said.
wells in addition to city water is used to water
Fries said that there also has been a pro_ all of the lawn on campus]' he added.
blem with people driving their vehicles on the
O'Donnell said that the stringed-off areas
grass and destroying the sprinkler heads.
around campus are to keep people from walkSprinklers are planted in the ground and are
ing on the "cowpaths:' areas of grass that
easily damaged, he said. "It wastes time in
have been walked on excessively, usually durreplacing them and costs a lot of money;'
ing the winter. He added that the stringed-off
Fries added.
areas are not working very well.
O'Donnell said the grounds dept. em"In the early spring it's important that we
ploys five people year-round, During the
start a weed control program:' O'Donnell
spring and summer months, additional
said. This is done with the application of preemployees are hired to handle the extra work,
emergents, elements which will kill weeds
before they grow. Later, post-ernergents must

Justin Bell, BSU groundskeeper, shovels some well-packed fall leaves Monday. Photo 'by
Michael Lovato

Internships apply skillto the 'real world'
by Dena Jardine
The University News
Students interested in finding out if the
skiIls learned at BSU can be applied in the
"real world" may find an internship opportunity beneficial.
Internships offer students an opportunity
for practical application of skills and theory
relevant to their major and career life choices
in a selected business, industrial, governmental, or social institution:' according to the
guidelines for cooperative education/internships. The guidelines were developed by the
advisory committee and approved by the
faculty senate and curriculum committee.
Dr. Bi1l Warberg, university internship
coordinator, said that internships provide
students with on-the-job training and expose
students to "what's going on in the world of
work and gives them verification of their major area:'
Over 100 agencies are involved in the internship program, Warberg said.

"Good friends
don't let good friends
smoke cigarettes:'
,

lorry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good for your friends,
Adopt a tnend who smokes and help 'em quit
today, You'll both be glad tomorrow.

t

participated in the internship program this
school year, Warberg said.
Dr. Laurel Traynowicz, internship coordinator for the communication dept., said internships are a "logical extension of the
classroom" andenable students to see firsthand how their skills can be put to use.
"A good internship on your record is just
asimportant as extracurricular activities or
grades:' according to Leo Knowlton, the
, marketing dept's internship coordinator.
Bonnie Sumter, coordinator of the Vocational division of Vo-Tech, said the
cooperative education program is important
because nrpid changes in industry and
technology make it difficult for BSU to keep
up with the latest equipment. The cooperative
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education program allows the student to gain
experience on current technology before going into the work field, she said.
'
Elisa Urie, a senior communication student, said that participating in the internship
program was "the smartest thing I ever did:'
Urie, who delayed her graduation date to do
an internship, worked at Morrison-Knudsen
Mining Group in Marketing and Sales. She
said her internship expanded beyond her rnajorand allowed her to gain experience in
related areas.
Urie was not treated as a "student" but as
a responsible person and as "one of them:'
she said, adding that her internship resulted
in a temporary contract job with Morrison, Knudsen.

r---------~---COUPON-------------I

'!lllbm~\"\!0l2J;;~1
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY'

I
I
I
I

Each department at BSU has an internship
coordinator and students interested in getting
an internship should contact their advisor or
the internship coordinator of their department for guidance, Warberg said.
Internship programs and requirements Vary
among different
departments.
Basic
guidelines require that the student have a
supervisor on campus and one in the work
place. Before an internship can begin, the student and supervisors must discuss and outline
a written contract detailing the specific activities and/or expectations for the internship,
according to the guidelines. The written contract should include the number of hours per
week the student is expected to work, how
the student wi1l be evaluated and how the
final grade will be assessed.
A student must work 50 hours per semester
to earn.one credit. Thisresults in a weekly
average of approximately three hours of work
for one credit, six hours of work for two
credits and nine hours of work for three
credits. Approximately 500 students willhave

Hours: Mon ..Thurs 10..5 .Fri-Sat 10..9
343..3172
Lower level- 8th Street Marketplace
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1o years after Saigon, BSU vets remember.

by Steve F. 4'on

The University News
This month marks 10 years since North
Vietnamese tanks ceremoniously' crashed
through the palace gates in Saigonsignifying the moment South Vietnam fell to
the comrnunists. 'Ien years ago the last
American personnel were evacuated by
helicopter from the roof of the American
Embassy in Saigon. Ten years ago the last
American soldier died of wounds suffered
when caught in an artillery barrage atThn
Son Nhut airfield in Saigon.
Tho BSU students Gary Thmeris and
Bohdan Zub are Vietnam veterans. Both were
wounded in the war.
raduate school and eventually a
,
Ph.D are t,he future goals of decorated veteran Gary 'Iameris who will
graduate with a degree in Sociology
this spring. 'Iameris was 18 years old when
he enlisted in the army and went to Vietnam

G

Thmeris said the rally around the flag
patriotism is what prompted him to join the
army. "Iwas totally gung ho, I thought that
we were right. I had high regards for the
military until we went to Vietnam. They lied
to us before we went and they lied to us after
we got there:' During the course of his one
year in Vietnam, Thmeris was shot, stabbed
and hit by shrapnel.
Operating throughout the Mekong Delta
as a medic with long-range reconnaissance
patrols Thmeris said he saw a lot ofaction:
"We were a strike team. We also worked with
other units on sweeps and we did a lot of ambushes. I saw a.lot of blood-a lot of pain,
suffering and death. Vietnam was such a contrast; everything you are told is moral and
ethical over here was just the opposite in Vietnam. Sometimes life was very precious and
sometimes it was very cheap"
"What gets me about Vietnam is that the
cream of the crop were sacrificed:' he said.
"If you could have taken every American to

In working with veterans suffering from
. delayed stress, Tameris said he has witnessed the emotional difficulties combat can
cause. A lot of vets have problems; some suffer from "flashbacks" that can be triggered
by anything which brings back the haunting
memories of the war. In the Second World
War it was called "shell shock" he said.
"When I got back I was really confused. I
couldn't sleep so I drove around all night"
The problems that vets have will be with us
for a long time, he said.
"A lot of people say there will always be
war; I don't see any excuse for war, it doesn't
make any sense. There is more of a social
awareness now"

"Everyone in my outfit was confused, it
was bad leadership from the start. Three
months after I was wounded my whole outfit was wiped out:' After spending a year in
a stateside hospital Zub became actively involved in Vietnam Veterans Against the War.
"For people to tell me Vietnam was not a
war insults my intelligencC:'he said. The position some veterans take on the war represents
a bitter resentment to Zub. "Vets that go
around telling everybody it was a just war bug
me. The ones shouting about how patriotic
the war was. were not combat vets"
Zub spent 10 years after his war experience
traveling around the country with a
friend.'When I came back I was disoriented.

Bohdan Zub, taken during transport in 1967 and now. Current photo by J. Patrick Dulbanty

Gary Tamerls, taken aboard Medical Ewcuation chopper in 1969 and now. Current photo
by Ryan Buzzin!

. "What gets meabout
crop were sacrificed."

Vietnam is that the cream of the
Gary Tameris

in 1969. He served a one year tour and was
back in the states in 1970.
Assigned to 45th Med Company, Air Ambulance, Thmeris participated in medical
evacuations of war casualties. He also served as a medic with the 199th Light Infantry
Brigade. For the past two years 'Iameris has
been working with vets suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder at the veterans
center.

Vietnam things would have been different.
A lot of people didn't know how bad it really was:'
The average age of American soldiers
fighting in the Vietnam War was 19 as compared with an average age of 26 in World War
II.
.
"The soldiers were blamed for the war, hell
they didn't have anything to do with it. The
heroes were the grunts out in the swamps:'

" . it was bad leadership from the start. Three months
after I was wounded my whole outfit was wiped out."
Bohdan Zub

ohdan Zub is a junior pursuing a
degree in communication
and
.
hopes to get a masters degree in
Soviet-American
relations. He
enlisted in the Marine Corp right after
graduating from high school at the age of 18.
"My parents were Ukranian and very anticommunist so I thought it was the right thing
to do. I was young and dumb"
While on patrol duty manning a "listening post" with Delta Company, lst Marine
Regiment in the Hoi An area 20 miles north
, of Da Nang in 1967,ZUb was hit with grenade
fragments that pierced his left lung and
destroyed his left eye, rendering him 80 percent disabled.

B

I had a hard time settling down:' Zub agreed
with Tarneris that he has seen a lot of veterans
suffering from combat-related problems, "A
lot of my friends who were in the war have
problems that take a long time to get over.'
The statue and monument
wall in
Washington
dedicated
to the 58,000
American lives lost in Vietnam "legitimizes
the war; it was immoral and illegal:' Zub
saidt'They should erect a monument for the
5 million Asians that were killed during the
war.'
"If they want to give tribute totheveterans
they should take away.thepower of the executive branch to cause war.'
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Recital Hall, 4 p.m,
Mini Les Boise mlnature show and sale, State
Historical Museum, 1-5 p.rn.

CALENDAR·

Monday,May

Thursday,'May 2
, Theater Arts production,

~~

Harvey, SPEC, 8:15
,

Senior piano recital, Amy Burkholder, Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8 p.m,
Big Sky Tennis Championships,
through May
5.
'
College of Business scholarships and awards
program, SUB Ballroom.

Final exams begin for night classes.
Professional
Development
Programs
seminar, Corporate Liquidity Management,
Red Lion Riverside, through May 15.

TuesdaY,May14
Evdan-how artists' workshop,
Nampa, 10 a.m,
Final' exams begins,

Friday, May 3
Sociology Club Brown Bag Lunch, Prof. Pat
Bieter speaking on Basque history and current Basque politics, SUB Nez Perce Room,
noon.
"USA for Africa Benefit Fund," video entertainment,
Ziggy Stardust, 7 p.m.; video
dance, 9 p.m., SUB Ballroom.
Opera Theatre, Morrison Center Stage II, 8 ,
p.m,
SIC Track Mect, Stadium, 5:30 p.m.
Theater Arts production, Harvey, SPEC, 8:15
p.m,
Truck Mud Racing, Pavilion; 8 p.m.
SPB Spring Fling, bandshell,
Julia Davis
Park, I p.rn,
Opera Theatre, Morrison Center Stage II, 8
p.m,
BAA/BSU
Alumni Auction '85, Red Lion
Riverside, 4 p.rn,
Truck Mud Racing, Pavilion, 8 p.rn,

o
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1703 N. 3rd.,

all classes.

Wednesday, May 15Pavilion Concert, Toto, 8 p.m,
Big Sky Track Championships,
Mountain
West Conference
Track Championships,
Stadium, through May 18.

Saturday, May 18
Residence halls close.
Final exams end.

Sunday, May f9
Commencement.

Monday, May 20
Grade reports due, registrar'S office, by noon.

Sunday, May 5
SPB film, Ziggy Stardust, SUB Ballroom, 7
p.m.
Sports Car Club Rally, Stadium parking lot,
8 a.m.
Community Play Heading, Morrison Center
Stage II, 7 p.rn.

Monday, May 6
Percussion ensemble, Morrison Center Stage
II, 8 p.m.
Nursing education workshop, "Join-t Trauma,
Surgery,' St. AJphonsus Regional Medical
Center.
'
Nominations
duc in president's office for
1985 Silver Medallions.

Tuesday. May 7
Hers 1 West lunchcon

Goddess Mythology,

with Rosalie Wells,
SUB Teton Room,

noon.
City Track Meet, Stadium, 5:30 p.m.
Faculty Senate Meeting, Senate Chambers,
SUB, 3:10 p.rn,

Wednesday, May 8
"Glgi,"
with Louis Jourdan, Morrison
Center, 8 p.m.
Letterman's Award Banquet, SUB, 7 p.m,

Friday, May 10
Benefit dance, for The University News,
Mardi Gras, 9 p.m.-I a.m., 10 required.
An Evening with Rosalie Sorrels, Benefit
Concert, the Women's Club, 3(lOMain, 8 p.m.
Israeli
Consul-General,
Middle Eastern
political situaiton, SUB Nez Perce Room,
2:20 p.m,
Boise Little Theatre, On Golden Pond, 8:15
p.m.
BSU/AOP Bosses' Breakfast, SUB Ballroom,
6:45 a.m.
Classroom instruction ends.

Saturday. May 11
Oinkari

Basque Dancers,

Morrison

Center,

8 p.m.
Idaho Theatre for Youth, Mad Hatter's fund
Julia Davis Park, I p.m.
Salvation Army IO-mile walk/run.
Mini Les Boise show and sale, State
Historical MllS~Uin,1O a.m.-5 p.rn.

raiser, bandshell,

Sunday, May 12
Mother's Day Peace Treaty gathering, Capitol
Park, noon.
Piano Performance recital, Morrison Center
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TOP TUBE
Thursday, May -2
9 p.rn. Mysteryl, "The Woman in White:'
A man taking up a new post as art master
for a deceitful, treacherous family is haunted
by a mysterious figure in white. Based on a
novel by Wilkie Collins. (Part one of five.)
KAID-4.
II:05 p.m. Golden Boy, William Holden,
Barbara Stanwyck. Out of financial ncccssity, a young man foregoes a career as a concert pianist to become a prizefighter. KIVI-6.
Friday, M:IY 3
9 p.rn. Great Performances, "Sweeney
Todd;' Angela Lansbury, George Hearn. A
barber in Victorian
London
who plans
revenge against a crooked judge is joined by
an accomplice. KAID-4.
11:05 p.m. The Shootist, John Wayne,
Lauren Bacall. A dying gunfighter tries to live
his final days peacefully but is persistently
challenged by would-be successors to his
fame. KIVI-6.
Satnrday, May 4
10:30 p.rn, Saturday Night Live, "The Best
of SNL 1984-85:' Clips featuring memorable
moments of the past season. KTVB-7.
10:30 p.m, They Came /0 Cordura, Gary
Cooper, Rita Hayworth, Van Heflin. An army major
becomes
involved
.with . a
treasonous woman after being relieved or his,
combat command. KIVI-6.
Sunday,' May 5
4 p.m. CUller's Trail, John Gavin, Marisa
Pavan, Joseph Cotten. A marshal, whose
town is intimidated by a terrorist band, gets
help from the family of a man killed by the
outlaw's leader. KTRV-12.
Monday, May 6
7 p.m, The Alamo, John Wayne, Richard
Wid mark,
Laurence
Harvey.
Historical
drama about the men who fought to help
Texas gain its freedom. KTRV-12.
10 p.rn, Shogun, Richard Chamberlain.
The story of John Blackthorne, a shipwreck.
cd English Navigator in early 17th,century
Japan. (Part one of six.) KTRV-12.
Tuesday, May 7
8 p.m, Back to Bataan, John Wayne, Anthony Quinn, Beulah Bondi. In order to help
an American landing on Leyte, a colonel
forms a guerilla army on Luzon and lead a
raid on the Japanese. KTRV-12.
Wednesday, May 8
8 p.m, Sons 0/ Katie Elder, John Wayne, ,
Dean Martin, Martha Hyer, Four brothers
return home for their mother's funeral and
stay to find out why their father was killed,
how their mother died and what happened,
to their ranch. KTRV·12.

May 1; 1985 ..
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'Gigi' features Jourdan
Louis Jourdan, Betsy Palmer and Taina Elg
will star in Lerner and Loewe's Gigi May 18 at
8 p.m, in the Morrison Center.
Jourdan, who played Gaston in the 1958
film will appear as Honore in the role
originated by Maurice Chevalier. Palmer costars as Aunt Alicia and Taina Elg as Marnita.
Newcomers Lisa Howard and Tom Hewitt will
play Gigi and the young man with whom she
falls in love.
Based on Colette's novel of the same name,

Gigi is the story of a young girl trained from
childhood to catch a man-but
not in mar,
riage, as she is the daughter of a long line of
courtesans who are not the marrying kind,
Gigi, however, has romantic ideas of her own.
Reserved seat tickets are available for $16.50
and $19.50 and are on sale, at the Morrison
Center ticket office and all Select-a-Seat
outlets. To charge by phone on Visa or Master
Card, call 385-IIIQ.

Whitmore portrays Will Rogers
James Whitmore will perform his one-man
play Will Rogers' U.S.A. May 18 at 8 p.m, in
the Morrison Center. The play is the last of
First Security's three-part Spotlight Series.
Whitmore has performed in such works as

Give 'Em Hell Harry, The Asphalt Jungle,
Bailie Cry, and Black Like Me. The actor has
received a Tony Award and the Donaldson
Award for Best Newcomer of the Year.
Call 385-1110 for ticket information.

'Hansel and Gretel' to be performed
Students of the Dance Arts company will
perform a ballet version of the children's story
Hansel and Gretel May 18 in the SPEC at
2:30 and 7 p.rn.
Tickets cost $3 for adults and $1.50 for

children under 12. They ean be purchased in
advance at the Dance Arts Academy, 18 N.
Latah, or at the door one hour before each
performance.
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Phifha'rmonic'
toperform
galaxian music'
"The greatest music of outer space" is the
theme of a special, laser-light enhanced Pops
concert to be performed by the Boise Philharmonic May 17 at 8 p.rn, in the Pavilion.
The 65-piece Philharmonic
will be led by
Daniel Stern 'in a program. that includes selections from 2001: A Space Odyssey, Star Wars,

Close Encounters, E.T., The Empire Strikes
Back, and Star Trek, the Movie. An additional
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portion of the program will feature spaceinspired tunes from' another era.
The acoustics of the Pavilion will be
.enhanced by a special sound system brought
in from Portland, and laser-lighting effects
will be presented by Laser Concepts of Seattle.
Laser imagery will be choreographed
to the
music, presented in colors and suspended in
mid-air.
Tickets are $8.50 for adults and $4.25 for
children and are on sale at all Select-a-Seat
outlets. Table seating at $50, $35 and $25 on
the main floor is also available by calling
336-5289. For further ticket information
and
discount information
call 385-1766.

Some BSU students whose work was not
published in cold-drill have put out a literary
magazine called Hot Bit. The book is
available in the BSU Bookstore for $1. To
order the books through the mail, send $1 to
1016-B N. 13th St., Boise, 10, 83702.

'Boys' isn't 0, real, movie
targeted, summer movie-which
is probably
what it was intended to be.
Most 'comedic advances which are made
by the film are thanks to Billy Jacoby who
plays Terri's sex-starved younger brother,
Buddy.
There seems to be a 50-50 split between the
extremely funny lines and the particularly
stupid (though meant to be hilarious) lines.
The lame dialogue, especially in the first half
of the film, nearly soured me on the entire
movie: it's a mountain to get over, indeed.
(Not an Everest, really-s-ir's more like a Protest Hill.)
Of course,the
plot is extremely used and
results in the usual confusion
(at a welldecked-out senior prom) and the usual fight
with the school bully, finishing up with the
usual happy endings, liberally tossed to every
character. Ah, Hollywood.
Just One of the Boys is one of the first ventures into teeny-bopper comedy this summer.
It's mediocre on acting, low on plot, but
reasonably high on laughs. If anyone
of
these makes it an-worth your while to chuck
out $4.50 for a movie-don't
go.
Just One of the Boys is playing Mann's at
Five Mile and Overland and is rated PO-13.
It contains one shot of frontal nudity (and
a juicy one at that), little violence and some
of yo':!r more basic profanity.

by Edith Decker
The University News
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Toto to play the BSUPavilion
Rock group Toto will play the Pavilion May
15 at 8 p.m. Tickets are on sale at all Select-aSeat outlets and cost $12, with a $1 discount
for BSU students.
The Grammy Award-winning
band is tour-

IS

ing its fifth album, Isolation. lbto has had
such hits as Rosanna, Hold the Line, Africa
and Stranger in Town.
A portion of the proceeds from this tour
will be donated to the

usa.

Old Boise street festival, auction set
The Eigth Annual Old Boise Days festival
will be held May Il and 12 on the section of
Main St. between 4th and 7th streets.
The celebration will. feature artists and
craftspeople who will demonstrate
their skills,
clowns, mimes, magicians, dancers and

musicians.
An auction to benefit the Elks Rehabilitation Center Children's program will be held
May 11, beginning at 11:30 a.m, Items donated
by the merchants of Old Boise will be
auctioned.
~-

Just One of the Boys, a comedy featuring
a cast of newcomers, is one of those movies
that would make a better television pilot for
a sitcom than a real movie, though it docs
contain some amusing one-liners.
Terri Griffith, played by Joyce Hyser, is one
of those high-school newspaper types. Her
goal in life is to, win the Sun-Tribune journalism contest which entitles her to a summer internship there. Unfortunately,
Terri's
writing,' though grammatically
swell, is as
boring as a 12-time rerun of Gilligan's Island.
In order to put spark into her writing, and
prove a point to her chauvanistic journalism
adviser, she enters another high school-as
a guy.
If this film is a playoff the four or five
female-dressed-as-male
or male-dressed-asfemale films which I can think of, it certainly doesn't live up to its predecessors by any
means.
Hyser is certainly dashing as a young man,
more so than Julie Andrews was in Victor/Victoria and is an immense improvement
over the Jewish proboscus of Barbara Streisand's character in Yent!. Hyser's acting is
adequate, possibly above adequate if one
considers One of the Boys a low-budget, teen-

"A View of Herself,"
an
exhibit by BSU senior art student Melanie Chaney, will be
displayed in the SUB from
April 28-May
16. A reception for the artist will be held
on the second floor of the
SUB April 28, from 7-9 p.m.
The exhibit will be located
, on the second floor of the
SUB, in the hallway leading
to the Ballroom. The SUB is
open seven days a week from
8 a.m-midnight.

I
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'World' lacks continuity
With the exception of a cut from the Canadian artists that have banded together.for the
African Famine Relief, the USA for Africa
album We Are the World lacks conceptual
unity-where
are the songs about famine and
Africa?
Instead, WeAre the World is a ridiculously over-prized,
jumbled
album
strung
together by lackluster, formulated songs, but
with passable performances
by Prince and
Tina Turner;
I can't help wondering if Prince and Thrner
were rushed into the studio to record their
respective songs. Prince's "4 Tears in Your
Eyes" is nothing more than mediocre synthesized funk. 'Iurner's "Total Control" is an
off-beat soulish ballad, which, like most of
the songs on the album, never really creates
any earthshaking
results.
Though the album contains insipid performances by Steve Perry ("If Only For the Moment, Girl") and the Pointer Sisters ("Just A
Little Closer"),
there arc some' pleasant
surprises.
Huey Lewis and the News' "Trouble in
Paradise" contains an irresistible blistering
saxophone solo which transcends the band's
usual generic rock and rolf grooves.

II

Kenny Rogers? I really could not believe
this. Though portrayed as the Fat King of
commercialized
K-TEL country
music,
Rogers' "A Little More Love" intertwines
some crafty acoustic/electric
guitar work.
By far the finest performance
is Bruce
Springsteen's "Trapped:' Recorded live in the
Meadowlands
in New Jersey, the song
repeatedly builds from a synthesizered
lead
(similar to the one in "I'm On Fire") to a
rushing volley of screaming
vocals and
thunderous guitars and drums.
This brings us to the title song. Though the
nearly non-existant music can be excused for
intent purposes, the message on "We Arc the
World" is irritating.
AdmittedlY, the thought of musical artists
gathering together in a studioinorder
to help
the African Famine Relief Program . is a
wonderful and caring gesture. But even the
simple
chorus,
"We are the world"
demonstrates American egotism at its height.
And what does, "We are the children"
mean? Does this mean the we are the children
of God, and therefore should help the starving people in Africa? Lionel Richie and
Michael Jackson should have spent more
than one rainy nighttogether
while pondering the, I,yrics for. this album. Bob' Dylan,
where are you?
.
'.

by Stephen King
The University News
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SPORTS
Rock climbi,ng' 'justa lotot ft.I1'
~

II!' ht8r 'JIIIIeda.

."il.;;n

IIIIlOmth,'on a ciqm!!li~g triJp to Utah,
I f0IDmcllllll'}'Sdf800 .feet above n1llevafley floor
~
on smallllU0te1lles llllQIlIriJJDol:*s
in a
sl1Jeer gItDite face. I was swearilDg, sweating
2IJ!lCl beq buffeted by a.~
w.
A slip
1IlOUkI have resulltJeal i'11l a fall 0 f per!llaJpt; 50
feet before my sadlety rope caught line.
Afler 30 minuses lil'f IJFttleprogress I ~:;rve
up. My partner, TraIDtsmth, who had ~~ me up the hardest section of rock loIJ\l1I~hed and took the lead, I was humiliated,
humbled and damned !nJaJppyto be in ooe
piece.
Most people _Ud C(J)llllooersuch a hobby an aberration O'l" a a1eaJtlllwish. To Boise
climber Tom McLe0a1, cltimbing is "justa Lot
of fun:'
"I've been clillll1lbing for about 15 y=s
J')CI'II{,' McLeod saia!. ''Over the years I Inia",e
tr.nrled the oolilnnry and gained a .wiraLe
perspective om nhe SJD0rt:'
McLeod hat; clinnJbed in the Ea.;;.t iIDl the
~s
in New bk and in the r(!)ckclimboin~ mecca 0.[ 'f{(!)Sellllllile
Valley iIIl CaJlJirflomia.
"I started clJim!!li~ in the ~ck
Quarry
which tm:rlOOlks nineBoise vaJILey wlncn I was
in hilh sthool;' McLeod said. "(),Ier the years
I h:ir¥e seen the gJ1IDWthof w~ is called 'free
ctiInbin!:" McLe(!)a! san TIll~ type of climbiD! imooIves tbe IIIselD'f <DIIIlll}' the arms, hands,
feet and other bocloy \UQD'tS no achieve progress.
Climbing gear, rQlllleSllIIlIId
anchors are used
otityto protect OClC5elffrom falling. They aare
not used to hllln! 00, rest on, or gain prOgress.
"It is all in your body and mind:' he saKI.
Last su'mmer Mcleod, John Platt and I
met in McCall to climb a 6OO-foot formalioo
called Slick Rock. As Platt and I climbed,
Peter Takeda (left) and Jim Purdy (right) scramble up the "Propeller!'

and protected with aJldil,ors inthe'rock
70 feet to tJIIIdeft.ltle
cmm!!ledaompletdy unprotected, ~ne,gain·
inng the summit boalf an hour a!leMhli1f1us;
Mcleod's ascent was clil'llbed .a;B~t
caIlIed "free S0!):' "Afall at any Pum:1P0iJ:l.t
~lIillal result in a fatality. I know 1JI8t'lIIJltIl\lf
",e1IIlIdiI.d at ne nime was there :my ~"
..••.••.•
?
ty ia my mi~a1:' he said, adding, ~ t!laillliU~~/ ...•
SQIIlIle1limesilt's harder to watca tlilllla
Oller n1lleceuese of McLeod's
~
career !De W me bias seen m.adY
technjqees, elllllllO.lD'llI\1eflt
and style.
"The diiffllClIlJlty of free climbinn!
dramaticaJJll'y ia ninepr.tSt years. T1nlis is·
.
of better ~eJllt,
techniques "tool." ....
Climbers toclJa'X,IJirtltwcights, run aad~
various w~s
00 build st~"'
•• :';' ".'
durance. The lIIew ellll\llipment maUs.
a lot safer,' Ine saicl.'
./
,'1,
.
"A climb is measuved by whaJt is'c6llltk "~'"
'decimal s~em:
lit starts at 5.0 b-a..,. ,..
easy climb uhrQugm 5.1, 5.2 amd Sfll; .•~
Mcleod sW. "11he.system is o~
b",
other words, it gr0ws as the difflOllllry$lJlJlIIlls.
The currerut t0P stalllldard is 5.13 .'jlII1elWy
soon I'msure s0meone will pot Jqlt a 5J4. Tloe
rating a rooilJe roaeh~ is decideall!lyllm0ll!t, .'
overall difficult'}' anOO scaJ"Y'l1Cllll':"
~~i)'
said.
Climbin! as a v0cation is a J"OOlte rhBt'!lw,t
take. Only a handifilllliof climberslnaJ,lemade
a good liviJDJgat nine sport.
'
Local c1ilumer Cade Lloyd _
"Toiollmb
is one thing, !!lut tQ try to make a life'outof
it would be scary. Olanees are )ICIlU w0uldiond
1I!IP dead at tJIIIe!!last of a cliff <ilr ag. a bum
ia the guUer.'
Lloyd litoCIlrples
to'. eventuadAy clqmb in
)bsemite _ s<IlIaeday ~e
no the mCllUTltains of Alaska and' the Himalyayas.
face, Mcl.eodascended
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It Is located In the quarry at Table Rock, nenr Boise. Photos by J. Patrick Dulhanty

Mendiota:' resigns, Kvasnicka takes over
by Jody Johnson
Cheryl Kvasnicka has replaced Sports Information
Director Dave Mendiola who
resigned the position in March after over four
years at BSU.
.
Kvasnicka was hired as BSU's sports information director in 1984 after three years as
the head of Sports Information Director at
Fort Hays State University in Kansas.
A 1981 graduate of Fort Hays State,
Kvasnicka majored in physical education and
minored in journalism. She spent four years
as a sports information
intern at. the
university.
"I felt it would be agreat opportunity to

.

".

work in a Division
I NAIA school:'
Kvasnicka said of her decision to move to
Boise.
Mendiola leaves BSU to accept a position
as sales representative for Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc., in Boise.
He said the job offer was his major r~ason
for leaving BSU. His interest in electronics
and the potential for earnings and promotion made the offer one that he could not
refuse, he said.
Mendiola also said a reason for leaving was
that his job here was one filled with constant
pressures and small fillancial gains.
"Out of the 52 weekends in a year, I spent

about 42 of them at BSU ... 1t just wasn't fair
to my family.
Kvasnicka said she plans no major changes
in the program. "There's a lot we would like
to do, but wc are restricted with budgets:' she
said.
Mendiola said he is happy with BSU's appointment of Kvasnicka as the new director.
"Cheryl is extremely talented in a lot of
areas:' he said. "It's not only an historic appointment, but one I think is long overdue.
for women in general:'
Kvasnicka assumed her new duties on
April 1, 1985.
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SPORTS
VarsitY takes alumni 3-0
by J.R. Mitchell
The University News
The BSU football team wrapped up its
Spring drills this past weekend. The team
ended drills by participating in the annual
alumni game which pits former BSU players
against the varsity team.
1\vo of the purposes of the alumni game
are to see how the varsity players do in a
game-type situation and to evaluate the team
overall.
. Many former players come back to Boise
to participate while others come just to
watch. Some well-known alumni including
former BSU All-Americans Rick Woods and
Michel Borgeau.didn't play because of commitments to their NFL and CFL teams,
respectively.
Former All-American quarterback Joe
Aliotti did playas
did ex-quarterbacks
Hoskin Hogan arid Kevin McDonald. Aliotti
provided some excitement for some 3,000
spectators at the game when he proved he still _
had some moves left as he scrambled several
times from the heavy pass rush applied by
the varsity defensive line. Aliotti managed to
hook up with one of his former receivers,
tight-end Duane Dloughy on a few plays.
Chester Grey, a 1974 graduate, sparked the
alumni ground game. The 32-year-old Grey

was the leading rusher for the alumni.
The alumni defense had its standouts also,
with the likes of - former All-American
linebackers Larry Polowski, Bob Macauley
and Mark Villano. Other players also helped
out like ex-defensive backs Jim Volelius, Mike
Bradeson and Jeff Turpin.
Defense and penalties were main factors
in the game on both sides. The BSU varsity
thwarted most of the alumni's offensive efforts throughout the game, picking off several
passes .
Penalties plagued the varsity offense most
of the night. Neither side caused much of an
offensive-threat. Senior tailback Ron Love
did gain 91 yards to lead the varsity offense.
Some key players on the offense didn't play
due to injuries, last year's starting tailback
Jon Francis and receiver Eric Andrade sat out
spring drills completely. Linemen Barry
Black and Tom Dewitz were injured in drills
and didn't play either.
Final score for the game was 3-D in favor
of the varsity. Those points came from a
46-yard field goal by JC transfer P.K. Wiggens early in the first half.
Alumni player Bob Macauley who is now
head football coach at Kuna High, commented on 'the varsity team. Macauley said
that overall the Broncos are a good football
team, "Love was excellent:' he said. He add-

BRIEFS

BSU will play at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday.
The final-round games will be played at noon
and 3 p.m, Sunday.

Tourney set

'Track splits meet

The BSU baseball squad will compete
Saturday in the first annual Intermountain
Federation of Baseball Clubs tournament.
BSU will play host to three other teams at
Storrey Park in Meridian.
Utah State, ISU and Montana will all com- '
pete in the tournament.
,
Although theopponentsare
not yet set, .

by Chris Wallon .
The University News
the BSU women's track team scored one
victory and one loss Saturday while the men's
team scored two losses as both teams held
dual meets _with Washington State and
Oregon State.

The alumni vs, varsity football game drew several well-known former players. The alumni
are in white. Photo by Ryan Buzzini
ed that the offensive line is good and they
(the coaches) need to settle on a quarterback.
Macauley added that the varsity is good

t,lent-wise and he thinks that they should be
successful this year.

Washington State's men defeated BSU
100-52 while Oregon-State ran up 95 points
against BSU's 56. The BSU women were topped by Washington State 88-48, while they
defeated Oregon State 83-59.
Washington State's men upended Oregon
State 105-48 while thewomendid the same,
95-41.
Joe Hicks took a BSU victory in the
1I0·meter hurdles, finishing in 14.42 seconds.
Second went to BSU;s Bill Brown in 14.74.
In the 4oo-meter hurdles, Kevin Flint set
a WSU·BSU meet record with a first-place
51.78 finish.

BSU's Jake Jacoby scored his usual victory
in the high jump, clearing the bar at 7-.5 with
fewer misses than second place finisher James
Cunninghamn of Washington State, who
cleared the same height.
Sabrina Johnson picked up a victory in the
women's 400-meter run, placing ahead of
Washington
State's
Camille
Rivard
55.56-56.86.
Carmel Major topped all in the 400
hurdles, crossing in 59.42 seconds.
BSU's 1,6oo-meter relay team coasted to
- a 3:51.61victory with Jody Barnes, Julie Hardin, Major and Johnson.

WANTED: Individuals for management
and leadership training (Positions limitedvso hurry)
Qualifications:
-Must pursue and obtain a 4·year degree
-Be between 17..27 years old
-Be physically and medically fit
..Pass a written entrance exam

Job Characteristics:
_..Full and part-time positions
-Starting salary of over $18,000 yr. (full time)
-Liberal retirement henefits
..Full medical and dental coverage
-Advance schooling provided if qualified

Includes:
-An intensive 6-week summer training program to develop the leadership potential of the applicant
to continue into the 2-year leadership course at Boise State University
(some financial benefits are available)

Where:
-At the US Army ROTC Basic Course at Fort Know Fort Knox, Kentucky.
There is no obligation for the 6-week course -onlv for the 2-year program.

_CONTACT: Capt. Hillanat the Dept. of Military Science ..385..3500..

------------------------------
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SPORTS
Summersports, enfertainmenfavailable
There is a $1 fee daily. For 'more information,
call 384-4486.

by Steve Lyon

The University News
As finals end and summer approaches with
a menu for spectators
and' participators,
you may want to know a few of the activities in and around Boise. Listed below
,are a few of many summer
programs
and events that are available to students
residing in Boise.

Arts and crafts Classes
Fort Boise will offer arts & crafts classes
for adults starting June 17. The six-week
classes
will include
stained
glass, pho-r
tography,
water
colors,'
calligraphy.
drawing,
pottery
and. black
and white
photography.
There is a $30 registration
fee.
In addition,
Fort Boise offers the use of
its sauna, weight room and gym to the public.

Boise Park Dept.
Boise City Parks Department
also has
several
events
scheduled
this summer.
May 18 is Zoo Day 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. featuring the Name-the~Miniature-Horse
contest
and a children's carnival at Julia Davis Park.
Admission is 25 cents.
There will be a June I "Run for the
Greenbelt"
which will feature 6- and 9-mile
runs.
Registrarion fees are $7 before May 29 and
$8 after May 29. All proceeds will go toward
upgrading
and maintaining
the Greenbelt.
For more information,
call 384-4256.
A summer concert series will be held every
Wednesday
starting June 5 .through July.
Concerts begin at 7 p.m, at the Julia Davis

Tennislessons
Boise City Recreation Dept. offers a variety
of athletic programs beginning May 20 when
adult tennis lessons start. These sessions run
for three weeks and then a new session
begins. Registration
fee is $18. Classes will
be taught on 'Iuesday and Thursday or Monday and Wednesday.

Horse racing

Softball leagues

is a bicycle tour to Vancouver.

Canada.

Backpacking trips
The Recreation
Center
is sponsbring
backpacking
trips. The outings last from 3-5
days and include trips to Jacks Creek, Selway
River,
Ketchum,
Bighorn
Crags,
the
Whiteclouds and Sawtooths, The costs of the
trips are: $20 for three-day trips, $25 for fourday trips and $30 for five-day trips. The first
trip starts the last weekend in May. Placeswill
be filled on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Kayakinglessons will also be offered by the
Recreation Center. They will be taught at the
Natatorium
and Parkcenter pond. For more
information
and to Register for Recreation
. Center programs call 384-4286,

345-5688

Mexican
dependence
~ecials
ar~rila's
Dos .quis.

InDay
on
and

Ist
All you can eat
Pizza from 5:00 to
8:00 p.m, Hooray
the 1st of May. Try
Outdoor
Dining
S2.95.

12th
Dav'Mother's
Treat Mom to a
burger.

19th
BSU Graduation
2:00 p.m,

26th
Memorial
Weekend 52.50 pitchers
day
and
night.

Pool Tournament
8:00 p.m, Added
money.

13th
Cooler
Calvin
Night-SI.OO, 8:00
to 11:00 p m.

20th
Pool Tournament
8:00 p.m, Added
money.

27th
Memorial
Weekend 52.50 pitchers
day
and
night.

Street dance
"Streets for People" will be July 19-21 from

10 a.m, to 6 p.m, with a street dance Friday
night.

Superfloat
I

Superfloat
'85 on Aug. 3 from 1-6 p.m.
from Barber to Julia Davis Parks will benefit
the epilepsy league. The fee is $10 per raft.

Fourth of July
A Fourth of July in the park will be held
with family events and a variety of entertainment, presented
by the Holiday
Parade
Assoc.

Spring into May!

Broadway & Hale

6th

July 28.
Idaho state law allows pari-mutuel betting.
For more information,
call 376-7223.

The BSU Outdoor Adventure Program has
scheduled summer outings including a canyonlands
backpacking
trip, Bahamas sail
trip, bicycling trips to Vancouver, Canada and
the San Juan Islands.
In addition
to the outings, the Outdoor

File photo

Corner of

5th

Horse racing begins at Les Bois Park May
8 and continues through Aug. 18. Post times
are Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at 5 p.m.
with races Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.
Horse racing events include the Memorial
Day Speed Handicap and Stars and Stripes
Handicap on July 4. The biggest money race
of the season is the quarter horse futurity on

Softball
leagues are now forming with
tournaments
scheduled
every weekend.
Deadline is June 20 for men's and women's
leagues,

OAe programs

One OAC trip planned

Adventure
Program
will hold classes on
kayaking, skin and scuba diving, rock climbing, windsurfing,
rafting and biking.
Outdoor trips and classes are available to
anyone over 18 regardless of their status with
the universtiy. Some classes offer college
credit. Trip costs may vary, so it is important
to call the P.E. office, 385-1570, or the OAP
office, 385-1951. Sign-ups take place in the
gym, room 209 between 7:30 a.m, and 5:30
p.m. on a first-come, first-served basis.

Park bandshell.

7th
Miller Gi1Wle Hour
51.25 pitc ers, .25c
drafts-for
ladies
only.

14th
Henry's
Gig~le
Hour
SI.25
Pitchers •. 25c dra~ts,
ladies only.

21st
Coors Li,ht Gigl\le
Hour
S .25 11Itchers, .25c drafts.
ladies only.

28th
Bud Gig~e Hour
SI.25 pitchers, .25c
drafts.
Ladies
only.

8th
All you can eat
Pizza Night S2.95.
5:00 to 8:00 p.m,
Gig at the Morrison Center.

15th
All You Can Eat
Pizza, 5:00 to 8:00
p.m, S2.95. Toto
at the Pavilion.

22nd
All You Can Eat
Pizza, Men's Giggle Hour. 8:00 to
10:00 p.m. SI.25
pitchers
.25c
drafts; Men only.

29th
All You Can Eat
Pizza S2.95. 5:00
to 8:00 p.m,

2nd
Big Sky Tennis
Tournament,
2 for
I burgers, 5:00 to
7:00
p.m., 17
choices.

9th
Taco
and
Beer
Night .49c Tacos
with a .51c draght
from 5:00 to 8:00
p.m,

16th
Coors Extra Gold
Night.
Tvshirts ,
prizes, etc. SI.OO.

23rd
Pounder
Ni,ght
SI.OO for Ramer
P,u
ounder. George
Winston
at the
Morrison Center.

30th
Tall Bottle Night
51.00 all domestic
tall bottles.

4th

3rd
Big Sky Tennis
Tournament.
Mud
Races
at
the
Pavilion and Sun
Coolers 51.00 from
8:00 to 11:00.

Big Sk)' Tennis
Tournament.
Mud
Races
at
the
Pavilion. 51.00 off
all pizzas.

11th

10th
Nacho Night. Bu'y
one
order
of
Nachos and first
pitcher is S2.00.

nnals
Parl,'-$2.00
pitchers.
.5(k
drafls-8:00
10
11:00 p.rn, Dasque
Uancers al Mur·
riM'n Center,

18th

17th
Big Sky Track
Meet.
Boise
Philharmonic
at
the Pavilion. S2.00
pitchers with ticket
stub.

Idaho Spud Night.
1/2 price
on all
potatoes, Big Sky
Track Meet. Will
ROllers
at
the
Pavlllon, -

25th

24th
Casgana Day $4.95
all day and night.
Harry Anders on
at the Morrison
Center.

Memorial
Weekend $2.50 pitchers
day
and
night.

31st
Come join
the p'atio
7:00 til?

us for
party

Good luck on finals and have a great summer at Buster's!
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Newspaper -------cont'd from page 1
dedicated funds and bids:' Fannin said.
The discussion on the possible appointment of an adviser will wait until the results
of the bids are known.
Taylor said, "I am trying to act as a coordinator between the commmunication dept.
and the others to try to see what direction
the project is going. Up until this point things
. are at a standstill. We have no concrete
results. There is difficulty in getting good
communication going betwwen the various

entities:'
"The main issue at stake is whether or not
the students at Boise Sate want a newspaper,'
Fannin said. "I thing the answer is yes. It is
hard for newspaper to function efficiently
with financial problems like those that occurredearlier this year. For this reason the
dedicated fee is a good idea:' she added.
"The problems that are occuring now are
the result of the lack of good communication. Itis also a case of government funding
the press. Journalism just doesn't work that
way,' she said.

'.

BSUfor Africa -------cont'd from page 1
stands for United Support of Artists for . to create long-term economic development
programs: The final 10 percent will go to the
Africa. It is a non-profit organization in
homeless and hungry in the United States:'
California which raises funds and donations
Cheung said.
.
through the work of various artists:' she
Kreider said, "It is great that the communiadded.
ty can band together around such a problem.
"The money raised is split up; 35 percent
Our goal is twofold. One is to raise money
will go to Africa for immediate relief,
for this cause, the other is to raise people's
especially for medical care, medicine and vacawareness of the problem. The sad thing is
cines. Another 35 percent goes to seeds, ferthat it takes such a great tragedy to make peotilizer, farm implements and means to
ple take action:'
generate water. Twenty percent will l'ie used

Faculty research funded
.
.
by Greg, Wh~te .
The University Neil'S

Many of BSU's faculty will work on
research projects over the summer, according
to Lawrence Irvin, the assista-nt director of
the University Research Center.
Every year the Research Center has roughly
$40,000 to allocate among faculty to fund
their research projects, Irvin said. The
Center's staff asks the faculty of each depart-ment to submit proposals for research projects, he said. "We have had 25 proposals submitted and there is an excess of $70,000 requested. We have a faculty review committee made up of representatives from each college and school who evaluate these proposals
and select the ones to be funded:' he said.
Nineteen projects are receiving funding
from the research center, including Marc
Bechard's. Bechard is an assistant professor
of biology whose project is.a survey of the
decline in populations of ferruginous and
Swanison's hawks in Idaho. The project will
largely examine the changes in past populations as recorded by early settlers and compare those with students' surveys of Idaho
nest sites to determine the current status of
these two species of hawks and in what areas
their populations are declining, Bechard said.
Bechard has been allocated $2,800 for his

project and he has applied for further funding from Idaho Fish and Game, he said.
Most of this funding would cover travel expenses to go to eastern museums to collect
data and for students searches for nesting
sites, he said.
Dr. Charles Davis, chairman of the English
Dept., is involved in a study of present trends
occuring in literary and composition studies,
and cognitive psychology. Davis is being
assisted with the project by assistant professor of English, Charles Guilford.
"There are a whole lot of new technologies
coming out, new ways of looking at education as a conversation between people and as
creating communities of learners. This is going on in writing, in literature, in anthropology, in sociology, in brain research.
In a lot of ways these people are going off
in different directions; although, if you start
looking at it, there is a lot of commonality
in what they are doing, and it's that commonality that Dr. Guilford and I would like
to explore:' Davis said.
Davis said that most of the $2,610 allocated
to his project would be used to acquire
research materials and to cover travel expenses. "It's going for two things: first of all
to buy books and copies of articles which are
not available here. A second thing is to send
Dr. Guilford, probably, to Brooklyn college
to examine their program:' he said.
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Lt Richard High. Navy pilot, discusses the
mru.tary as a career. 15 min
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M.W.F 9:00 am: T.Th 4:00 pm
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Art for Art's sake
Artlstic influences are explored in a series ot moving animated pieces. 30 min

The

M.W.F 9:30 am; T.Th 4:30 pm

Fabulous

Sixties

1968:(Parn)

First heart t.ransplant
'let offensive. 30 min

Dr. Spock indicted

.

ASBSUis selecting students to he on conurittees below,
If you are interested, pick. up an application at the
ASBSUPersonnel Selection Office orcall 385-1147,
. The Drolds

+: Matriculation Committee

+: ASBSUJudiciary
+: Lobby Committee
+: Senator - Vo-tech

iC Competency Review Board
+: Academic Standards Conunittee
iC Library Committee
+: Financial Aids Committee

+: Executive Assistant to ASBSUPresident
+: Intramural/Open Recreation Programs Board
i' Special Events Center/
.
Morrison Center Board of Governors

~dreg S~p's
(Univ. of Southern Maine)
earn ski vacation 30 min

..:~====-~~"""-..l.
M.W.F 4:30 pm: T.Th 9:30 am

Vision Dance
A dance collaboration
between the Sioux
Indians and a non-Indian dance troupe.
30 min
.
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by Berke Breathed
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1 Metric measure
4 A state: abbr.
6 Haste
11 Unit of currency
13 Vulture
15 Isle: abbr.
16 Winged
18 Eat
19 Beverage
21 Algerian
seaport
22 Saint: abbr.
23 Clothing
26 Health resort
. 29 Journey forth
31 Woody plant
33 In the year:
abbr.
34 Chinese
distance
measure
35 Simian
38 Stili
39 Italy: abbr.
40 Teutonic deity
2

41 Want
43 Paddles
45 Beast of burden
.47 Acquiescence
50 Pianissimo:
abbr.
52 Christmas carol
53 Vast age
56 Unit ot Iranian
currency
58 Aquatic

mammal
60geholdl
61 Brook
63 Reverberations
65 Disreputable
66 Latin
conjunction
67 Enemy
DOWN
1 Mine entrance
2 Flower
3 Spanish article
4 Lively dance
5.Macaw

CROSS
WORD

w"v

INvlsii!1!~I
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ACROSS

~

Answer to Last
Week's Puzzle

PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE
10 Spanl~h
nobleman
12 Los Angeles:
abbr.
14 Again: preflt
17 Sour
20 Swiss river
24 Toll
25 Confederate
general
27 Couple
28 Emmets
291nSflCt
30 Ventilates
32 Short Jacket
36 Moccasin
37 Thrifty
administration
42 Difficulty
44 Devoured
46 Extra
48 Mediterranean
vessel
49 Choose
51 Entreaty
54 Buller
subsritute:
colloq.
55 Part of face
58 Rupees: abbr.
57 Possessive
pronoun
59 Symbol for
rhodium
62 Forenoon
84 Resulting trom

6 General aspect
of landscepe
7 River In Italy
8 Goals
9 Redacts

3
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The Divine
Miss B. says
Dear Lowly lind Humorrul Readers,

wJlrlllr irl

I/H...

MISS BRONCO
so long

r~14tI

~~~

SOM61HfN6'9
WRt::wG. WIfAT'S
WRON& '?? MY
$OCK&SMell. l'
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Answer to This Week's Puzzle

I'm turning the tables on you to ask ya'll
a few questions. Is there anybody out there'?
Does anybody really know what time it is?
Does anybody really care? Does anybody
have a tape of Billy Joel's first album I can
borrow? Does anybody have a great deal on
a rear tire for a Raleigh bike?
Since I don't hear any of you answering
me, I will assume that none of you.have an
answer or a watch.
However, I have a metaphorical time piece
which has been tapping me on my
metaphorical little shoulder with its li'l
metaphorical hands to tell me that it's time
to quit.'
.
"Quit?" you say. "How could Miss Bronco, a demi-goddess inher own time, a woman
who made the spelling of 'li'I' a well-known
fact and a hyphen a helluva-neat-kinda~typeof punctuation., quit!" I'm glad you said that.
It makes me feel better. It makes no difference. It won't make me cry on the computer keyboard.
I'm old, my children and I have joked
much. I have joked about roommate-eating
plants and the-sexual habits of quadrupeds.
I have joked about X-acto knives and flaming homosexuals. I have joked about
Liberace's hair and Cabbage Patch Kids.
Never mind, I'm archaic.
I'm gagless and there has to be something
better to do with one's Saturday afternoon
than write Broncoisms and make money at
it. (What the hell am I saying? Something
better than making money for a half-hour's
work in a looney bin such as this?)
So, what do you think I should do with
my spare afternoons? I've considered a trip
to the Congo to hunt the elusive pink
elephant, a cruise on the Love Boat to hunt
the elusive X-acto knife salesman, a jaunt to
New York with a lantern to hunt the elusive
honest man (not to mention the elusive Big
Apple itsell). I suppose I could stay here and
hunt the elusive honest student government
politician.
This is the last issue of The University'
News this year and the last edition of Miss
Bronco for at least a millenia. Of course, the
real mystery remains for those of you lessthan-Sherlock-Holmes types: who is this
elusive columnist named Miss Bronco, after
all? I've pondered the notion of letting the
world blow 'itself to oblivion without letting
anyone know. Then, I said to myself, "What
if some wayward form of intelligent life lands
at BSU after it's all over and finds the 01'
copies and wants to spread the .good word
that neologisms aren't dead to. the galaxy?
Who would get credit for iny literary
brilliance?" I decided that since Anonymous
has already written simply too many classics,
I should tell you and that intelligent beingfor the good of literature, of course.
Another reason is that I plan to copyright
all my nifty words and hyphenations and
charge 25 cents every time somebody uses
them. (I'll need the money to pay my shrink.
He thinks I'm narcissistic.)
So, here it is, the final clue you've all been
waiting for: Look at the masthead on page
. 4 and check out the 10th and 11th words in
the first pluagraph. (And you thought I'd tell
you outright, you fools, you fools.)
. But seriously folks, it's been a scream and
I haven't even been sued for libel. I guess I
. have you all to thank for that. So, the onetime student survivalist and now-time Miss
Bronco signs off, and that's the way it is.
Thanks for reading and writing and paying
my psychiatry bills.
Signed,
WiJere's Porky Pig Whenl Need Him? .
. Miss Bronco

CLASSIFIED
Notices
STORAGE NEEDED FOR THOSE ITEMS
YOU NEED TO LEAVE BEHIND OVER
THE SUMMER MONTHS. TRY OUR
WW COST STORAGE SPACES (FROM $9
A MONTH) AT WCKAWAY STORAGE,
5246 CHINDEN
BLVD, BOISE. ASK
ABOUT OUR MOVE-SPECIAL. CALL
322-4487.

Jobs
EXCELLENT INCOME for part-time home
assembly work. For information
call312-741-8400 Ext. 1429.
EARN MONEY AND WORK on Fortune
500 Companies' marketing programs on
campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each week.
We give references. Call 1-800-243~6679.
ALASKA-Summer Employment! Fisheries.
Earn
$600 plus/week
in cannery;
- $8,000-$12,000 plus for 3 months on a fishing
boat. Over 5,000 openings For complete information and employer listings: send $5.00
to Jobpak, P.O. Box 95401, Seattle, WA.
98145-2401.
AU PAIRS/NANNIES NEEDED: should
enjoy creative childcare, be willing to relocate
East, able to make 9-12 month commitment
for great salary, benefits and excellent working conditions. Round trip air provided.
Warm, loving families prescreened by Helping Hands, Inc. 33 Whipple Road, Wilton,
Ct. 06897. (203)834-1742. No Fee.
BE INDEPENDENT! Earn extra $$$ while
you learn. Over 2200 s.ensational moneymaking opportunities currently available. Directory $16.95. EA.l., 8306 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
384-81, Beverly Hills, California 90211.
TRAILGUIDE/HOST, male or female, summer guest ranch ncar Stanley, Idaho. Must
play guitar and handle horses. Salary
negotiable plus tips. Contact Renee 377-9660
days; 384-3950 evenings. .

Ice Cream drivers needed. Call Rodey's Ice
Cream, 376-9767.

For Sale

if;

FOR SALE: 1973 Datsun Bll0. Great conditionI342-4254.
'71 rovorx CORONA DEWXE 4 dr. Like
new interior, AC, Excellent condition. $1500
or B.O, 322-8700.
25 inch, It. blue metallic Motobecarie Nomad
Sprint. Excellent condition, brand new rear
tire. For a close look and a test-ride call Lisa
343-7291 or leave a message at 385-1464. $135
or best offer.

Roomates
IDAHO ROOMMATE FINDERS, 2309
Mountain Home Drive, suite D, 1-8 p.m.,
Men-Sat. 376-7666.

Wanted
NEEDED! GOOD COUNTRY DANCERS.
We are a country dance troupe 0[24 people
in Sun Valley, ID. Looking for more dancers
(male & female) to join us. Especially needed are good male dancers.· We are booked
throughout the summer months and are going to Italy and Germany this fall on tour.
Call 726-5588 or write Lia, Box 1206, Ketchum, ID, 83340.

UNWANTED PREGNANCY: We are an active, outgoing professional young couple who
are unable to become parents without your
help and understanding. We will pay all legal
and medical expenses. Contact our attorney
and speak to Lisa Krueger re: Bob and Beverly (collect) (714)983-9602 or (714)594-5232 24
hrs.

Win a Porsche!
Play the Domino's Pizza
"No Problem" Game and
you might win a brand
new Porsche 944 Sports
Car from Domino's Pizza
and Coke: Just rub off
the Problem section of
the game card. Then rub
off the Solution section to
see if you won a prize
such as a FREE serving
of Coke: toppings. pizzas
or one of live Porsche
944's!! Hurry! Game
ends May 19,
Game rules are on the
back of the cards. No
purchase necessary.

Domino's Pizza Delivers®
Fast, Free Delivery'·

IOl3Yista
343-5995
Limited delivery area.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
1985 Domino's

Pizza. Inc
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. If your phone bill

seems wrong, here's
how~oucanmake
itrightagain ..
\ou\'e calculated your phone service costs dO\\11
to the last penny ami kept track of all long distance
calls. iet when you finally open your phone bill. you
find that the total isn't what it should be.
lt ,doesn't happen very often. But what do you
do when it does?
As alwavs, \,OLl should call us if vou have
phone service or iong distance qucstious. That
number is listed on the "\Iountain Bell" page of
vour bill. ami in the Customer Guide section of vour
\X'hite Pages Directorv. If you 've identified a problem
inour billing. a service representative will be happy
to make it right for vcu. right away.

For the way you live.
@
Mountain Ben
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1985 Spring Fling

'FREE
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5th annual BSU student
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The Hi..Tops

Saturday, May 4th Ipm-6pm
,
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Julia Davis Park Band Shell

-Live music

.Foodbooths

~Freedinners

.Desserts by

Sponsored by Criminai Justice

to be given away courtesy

Blimpie' Sandwich Parlor

Association, Kappa Sigma fraternity

of Louie's restaurant

and lee Cream Works

.selling pop proceeds go to Statue of

Face painting by Panhellenic
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Liberty fund
International Student
Association and Iuanna Burritos
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